StealthSeminar Customer
Success Story:
Dean Chitren from Low 70s Golf

IT’S JUST SEAMLESS ONCE THEY SET IT ALL UP. I DON’T HAVE
TO WORRY ABOUT ANYTHING, OTHER THAN ANSWERING
PHONE CALLS, ENROLLING NEW STUDENTS AND COACHING.

Dean Chitren

Low 70s Golf’s Results
Complete automation of the lead acquisition process
A complex system of pixels and landing pages that runs
with minimal input
No longer needs to chase business constantly
More time to spend with family, or building the business

How StealthSeminar made running
webinars easy for Low 70s Golf
Easy to set up links between seminars and landing pages
Integration with other platforms to make pushing ad
impressions to seminars easy
High levels of help and support that ensure your seminars
will run as planned
Reliable systems that let you run seminars automatically
at any time of the day or night
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What were the challenges
you had before using
StealthSeminar?
My name is Dean Chitren and I’m the owner
and founder of Low 70s Golf. I take golfers
that shoot in the 90s and 100s, or even the
high 80s and show them how to score in
the low 70s in just three to four months.
The biggest challenge was that I had no
automated processes. I was always on
the search for new clients, chasing them
instead of focussing on other things in my
business.
Now my entire business is automated. I
have been able to achieve this by using
Stealth Seminar.

Did you have any concerns
about using StealthSeminar?
When I was looking for a
solution, I heard a lot of great
things about Jeff Ronin from
Stealth Seminar.
I connected with him on
Facebook based on this great
reputation. It was just a natural
progression for me to start using
Stealth Seminar. Based on the
experiences of others, I had no
concerns or doubts.
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What was your eureka moment?
I knew that with Stealth Seminar, I would receive great customer service and
support behind the scenes. They handle everything for you.
If there was ever anything that I was confused about they just went in and did
it for me. I would just get a message back saying ‘Hey Dean, it’s done’.
The system I have right now is working because they set it all up. All the pixels,
all the technical stuff, they tested it to make sure it worked smoothly.
The Stealth Seminar team installed all three of my webinars. I have ten
different landing pages and they made sure that my leads always end up in
the right place by fixing everything behind the scenes.

How did StealthSeminar help you?
I run targeted Facebook and Youtube ads right now. They all funnel
through Stealth Seminar, which is the engine behind the scenes that
handles all that for me.
That’s the real transformation. My entire business is automated
because of Stealth Seminar.

Would you recommend
StealthSeminar?
I would absolutely recommend Stealth
Seminar. I do it all the time. Jeff Ronin and
his team take care of all the stuff behind
the scenes and make sure that you have
a fully functional automated business.
This automation means that you can
spend more of your time playing with your
family, or with your clients. It removes a
lot of worry about the marketing, or the
automation aspect of the business.
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